
Climate Statement: Yasir Qazi – Independent

In first, I am grateful for your time and efforts that you had placed, especially for me and, in this
email. I have read your email with great interest. Also, I am grateful to you for taking my assistance
and support in order to SUPPORT your Climate Compaign etc.
 
In second, I CONFIRM through this message that I fully support your compaign and its agenda. 
It is already in my "to do list". If you need my assistance at any time, please feel free to contact me
in future. 
 
In third, I take this message as an opportunity and would like to briefly introduce my agenda,
Compaign etc to you and your team members. 

We respect all the laws. We have specialised team that includes two solicitors (one national and
second international). All specialised team members are for our specialists advices. In short and in
the given context, I am glad to share that the Public Awareness Courses and Compaigns on Climate,
Woman Rights, Human Rights, Animal Rights, Planet Welfare etc are included in my preplanned list
for the welfare of the public/society. 
 
In fourth, I am clear headed and planned person. In future, I will execute my tasks according to the
public needs and requirements. I am going to disclose my complete plans and  complete execution
strategies on the day of my selection.
 
In fifth, my mind is clear and, intentions / heart is clean. Maidenhead is OUR home. We all have to
make OUR home beautiful. For this reason,  I had met the public and listed all their concerns (from
elderly people to youngsters).
 
In sixth, I am going to make sure to raise your and others voice for the good. In fact, for the
Awareness Courses and Compaigns, we need sincere and dedicated people. For this, I possibly
request people like you to be part of our team and/or lead one specific team or Compaign. (As per
availability).
 
In seventh, I am a man of word. "What I say, I do".

For you, I have attached a brief document.  If possible, kindly CIRCULATE and SHARE with your
colleagues, friends,  families, WhatsApp chat groups, Facebook etc.
 
In last, hope to see you in good times and in the best of your health. 
 
Profound regards, 
Qazi Yasir Irshad 


